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In [1] the author studied Fibonacci words; the study was motivated by the consideration of
Fibonacci strings and Fibonacci word patterns by Knuth [5] and Turner [6, 7], respectively. It
was shown in [1] that all the /1th Fibonacci words can be obtained from any particular /2th Fibonacci word, for example w®, by shifting in a cyclic way the letters in it. Also it was shown that
each of the Fibonacci words w° («>3) has a representation as a product of two symmetric
words. In this paper, we show that every Fibonacci word has such a representation and that this
representation is unique (Theorem 3). Furthermore, we prove that, for each positive integer n
that is not a multiple of 3, there is precisely one symmetric Fibonacci word of length Fn, where Fn
denotes the n^ Fibonacci number, while there are no symmetric Fibonacci words of length Fn if n
is a multiple of 3 (Theorem 7).
Let X be an alphabet and let X* be a free monoid of words over X with identity 1. Denote by
£(w) the length of a word w. Define the reverse R and the shift T on X*l{ 1} by
R(ala2...an) = ana„_1...al9
T(ala2...a„) = a2...arfll9
where ai e X, 1 < i < n.
A word w e X* is said to be symmetric if w = 1 or R(w) = w. Let if denote the set of all symmetric words overXand if2 = {W:I/,VG3 ) }\{1}. The representations uv and vu where u, v e6P,
are considered to be the same if v = 1.
Fibonacci words are defined recursively as follows. Fix two distinct letters a and b and put
wx=a,
w2=b,
Wj = ba, w\ = ab,

wf = bob, w°4l = bba, w\° = abb, w\l = hah.
In general, suppose that n > 5, rl5 r 2 ,..., rn is a finite binary sequence and that the words
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For simplicity, we write w°n if n > 3 and rx = r2 = • • • rn_2 = 0. Each wrf2 ~r"-2 is called an n* Fibonacci word derived from the initial letters a and b and is known to have length Fn.
* This research was supported in part by the National Science Council Grant NSC 81-0208-M-033-03.
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Among all the Fibonacci words, some of them are symmetric but some of them are not. For
example, the Fibonacci words bab, babab, bababbabbabab are symmetric while the Fibonacci
words abb, bba, ababb are not. Nevertheless, it turns out that each Fibonacci word is a unique
product of two symmetric words. To prove this unique representation theorem (Theorem 3
below), we need some known results about Fibonacci words (see [1]) and products of two symmetric words (see [2]). The proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [1].
Lemma 1 (Theorems 4 and 7 and Corollary 12(iv) of [1]):
(a) Each w°n (n > 1) is a product of two symmetric words, that is w°n etf2.
(b) There are exactly Fn distinct Fibonacci words of length Fn9 namely, TJ(w°n),
F„-l

0<j<

In Theorem 2.4 of [2] it was proved that a word has more than one representation as a
product of two symmetric words if and only if it is a power of another word which is itself a
product of two symmetric words. The following lemma contains Theorem 2.1 of [2] and only
part of the result just mentioned because we do not need to use the full power of it to prove the
unique representation theorem. For completeness, we include a proof.
Lemma 2 (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of [2]):
(a) y1 is invariant under T, that is, T(if2) e if2.
(b) If a word has more than one representation as a product of two symmetric words, then it
is a power of another word. More precisely, if/?, r, m are positive integers such that
r <p<m and if, in the word w = axa2.. .am, the subwords
axa2...ap, ap+i...am
ala2...ar,ar+l...am

(1)

are symmetric words, then w - (aYa2 ...ad)mld where

d-{p-r,m).

Proof: (a) If w = axa2.. .am is a symmetric word, then
a

Tw

l

a2ax
(a2-am-l)(amai)

m = l,
m = 2,
m>2.

If w = (axa2 ...ap)(ap+1...am) where/? is a positive integer less than m, and the words axa2 ...ap
and ap+l...am are symmetric, then
ka2-am)ai
Tw = <a2a3...ama1
l(a2...ap_l)(apap+l...amal)

P= \
P = 2,
p>2.

Therefore, (a) follows.
(b) First, note that since the sub words in (1) are symmetric, we have
a

k = ap+l-k
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with indices modulo m. Hence
ak=ap_r+k

(2)

(* = 1,2,...,&I)

with indices modulo m. Now choose positive integers i and j such that i(p~r)-jm
according to (2), we have
a

k ~ ai(p-r)+k

~ ajm+d+k

= a

d+k

(k

= d. Then,

=l,2,...9m)

with indices modulo m. This proves (b).
Theorem 3 (Unique representation theorem): Every Fibonacci word has a unique representation as a product of two symmetric words.
Proof: Lemma 1 and Lemma 2(a) imply that every Fibonacci word belongs to if2. Suppose
that some Fibonacci word w has more than one representation as a product of two symmetric
words. Then, Lemma 2(b) implies that w = uc for some word u and c > 2. But then T£(-u)w = w.
Since 1 < £(u) < ^(w), this contradicts Lemma 1(b). This proves the theorem.
Now we determine all the symmetric Fibonacci words. Let
fl
[0

if n is a multip le of 3,
otherwise,

and let
fl
[0

if n is odd,
if n is even.

Let Pi = a,p2=b,pn=wsnlS2"Sn-2,
forra>3, and let q„=w^2-tn'29 forT?>3. For odd n, let
s - Fn_2 and t = Fn_{, for even n, let s = Fn_x and t = Fn_2.
For n > 2, let us list the Fn Fibonacci words of length Fn in the following order (Corollary
12(iv)of[l]):
T V ^•.•>^F""1)V

(3)

If n is a multiple of 3, then the number of terms in (3) is even, it will be shown in Theorem 7
that there are no symmetric words in the list; however, if n is not a multiple of 3, the number of
terms in (3) is odd and, again, it will be shown in Theorem 7 that only the middle term of (3) is a
symmetric Fibonacci word.
Lemma 4: lfn>2 is not a multiple of 3, then pn = Tjsqn where j = {Fn -1) / 2. In other words,
pn is the middle term of the sequence (3).
Proof: As was proved in section 5 of [1], pn = TJsqn where

{

mFn_l

if n is odd,
(modFJ

mFn_l-l

(4)
if n is even,

where m = 1 + E ^ 2 Fi+lst. It follows from the identity^ + F4 + F7 + • • - F3k_2 = F3k 12 (k > 1) that
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\\Fn_x

if» = l(mod3),

\±F„+1

if»-2(mod3).

Thus, if n = 1 (mod 3), then
j^(F„_2Fn-l)/2

= Fn(Fn_2-l)/2

+ (F„-l)/2 =

(Fn-l)/2-(modF„y,

ifn = 2 (mod 3), then
j = (Fn2-l)/2

= F„(F„-l)/2

+

(F„-l)/2 =

(Fn-l)/2(modF„).

This proves the lemma.
Lemma 5 (Corollary 12(i) of [1]): Let n be a positive integer greater than 2 and l< j <Fn-l.
Then the k^ letter in TJsqn is an V if and only if k = (j + r)t (mod Fw) for some l < r < i ^ _ 2 .
Lemma 6: If w is a positive integer greater than 2, then R(TJsqn) = T(<F"~l~j)sqn, for all 0< j <
F„-\.
Proof: Let 0 < y < Fn-l. Suppose that the kth letter in Tjsqn is an V . Then, by Lemma
5, k = (j+r)t (mod F„) for some 1 < r < F„_2. Therefore, 1 < F„_2 +1 - r < Fn_2 and
{(Fn-l-j)

+

{Fn_2+l-r))t^Fn_2t-(j+r)t
^Fn_2t-k

= Fn + l-k

(moAFn).

This proves that (Fn + l - £ ) t h letter in T{Fn~l~j)sqn is also an V , again by Lemma 5. Consequently, the result holds.
The above lemma can also be proved by observing that w%r2'"r"-2 - TJsqn where y satisfies (4)
with w = l + Z / ti 2 ^+i'} (section 5 of [1]) and that R(w^2-r"-2) = wv/2-v"-2, where v,-= l-r y ,
1 <i<n- 2 (Theorem 3(i) of [1]).
Theorem 7: Let /? be a positive integer greater than 2.
(a) If w is not a multiple of 3, then /?„ is the only symmetric Fibonacci word of length Fn.
(b) If n is a multiple of 3, then no Fibonacci word of length Fn is symmetric.
Proof: Let 0 < j < Fn - 1 . Since F„ - 1 - j = j o j = -|-(F„ - 1 ) , we see from Lemma 6 that
R(T*qn) = T*qnoj

= ±(Fn-l).

(5)

(isj If w is not a multiple of 3, then Fn is odd; thus, among the Fibonacci words in (3),
pn = r l ( " _1) ^ w is the only symmetric one, according to (5) and Lemma 4.
(h) If n is a multiple of 3, then, clearly, (5) implies that TJsqn is not symmetric for all
0<j<Fn-l.
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